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Market structures

1. Perfect competition

2. Monopolistic competition

3. Oligopoly

4. Monopoly

How does each firm behave in relation to the

market it is in?
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Market Power



Monopoly is one firm

Monopoly one firm; the ultimate market power

Lots of markets are becoming more concentrated

and so have monopoly features

Many firms would like to behave like monopolists

(either legally or not)
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Growth of Market Power in U.S.



Market power 1: fewer firms per sector

These sectors have become less competitive (fewer
firms):

• Financial services

• Real estate

• Hospitals

• Wireless providers

• Retail trade

• Transport/warehousing

• Educational services

• Wholesale trade

• Insurance

• Utilities
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2. Fewer firms are opening
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Market power 3: common ownership

Ownership percentages of airlines:

Company Delta American Southwest

Berkshire Hathaway 8 8 7

PRIMECAP 3 9 12

BlackRock 7 6 6

Vanguard 6 6 6
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Market power 4: more superstar firms

Between-firm inequality has grown:

• Wage inequality

• Return-on-equity
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What does a monopolist control?

Monopolist either controls price or quantity (not

both)

Monopolist knows its cost function

Needs to understand demand curve for its product
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Demand is downward sloping

For the monopolist to sell extra units, it must lower

the price on all units

Marginal Revenue is therefore less than Average

Revenue

Important: monopolist does not want to sell too

many units
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MR is below AR
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Profit-maximizing Decision



Output decision

For maximum π, set MC=MR
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Lost revenue on extra units

For a monopolist, extra revenue from an exit unit of

output sold is:

∆TR/∆Q = ∆(PQ)/∆Q

Marginal Revenue has two components:

1. Producing and selling 1 extra unit brings in

revenue 1× P

2. Reducing the price to sell the extra unit causes

the revenue to fall by Q ×∆P/∆Q
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Marginal revenue and elasticity

MR =
∆P

∆Q
× Q + P

Multiple first term by PQ/PQ (equals 1):

MR =
PQ

PQ

∆P

∆Q
× Q + P =

PQ

P

∆P

∆Q
+ P

MR = P(
Q

P

∆P

∆Q
+ 1)

MR = P(
1

ε
+ 1)
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Elasticity values

MR = P(
1

ε
+ 1)

If ε < 0 =⇒ MR<P

If ε = −2.0 =⇒ MR = 0.5P

If ε = −0.5 =⇒ MR = −P
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Mark-up pricing

With π max:

MC = MR = P(
1

ε
+ 1)

MC/P = (
1

ε
+ 1)

MC/P − 1 =
1

ε

(MC − P)/P =
1

ε

(P −MC )/P =
1

|ε|
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Lerner Index of monopoly power

(P −MC )/P =
1

|ε|

Mark-up of price over MC (as a ratio of price)

depends on elasticity of demand

As demand becomes inelastic, mark-up increases:

If ε = −2.0 =⇒ Mark-up 50%

If ε = −1.5 =⇒ Mark-up 67%
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Monopoly market has no supply curve

The monopolist’s output decision depends on:

• marginal cost

• shape of the demand curve

Shifts in demand do not trace out prices and

quantities like a competitive supply curve

Shifts in demand can lead to:

• ∆P, with no ∆Q

• ∆Q, with no ∆P

• ∆P and ∆Q
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Indeterminate monopoly effects
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Plausible functions

Usually, monopolists produce a lot of output

Fixed costs are spread over large Q; variable costs

are linear in Q

=⇒ Monopolist’s MC is usually very flat

If P is very low, demand increases significantly as

price falls

=⇒ AR, MR are often asymptotic to quantity axis
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Impact of a tax 1/2

Impose a specific tax of $t per unit

The monopolist must remit $t for every unit sold

MC is now MC + t

Possible effect is ∆P>t
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Impact of a tax 2/2
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Inelastic means monopoly power

The greater ε, the more power the monopolist has

But ε should not be >-1

ε depends on:

• Number of firms

• Elasticity of market demand

• Behavior of other firms
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Influencing the number of firms

No firm has ultimate monopoly (every good has

substitutes)

Monopoly is highly concentrated market

Barriers to firms entering the monopoly market:

• Natural barriers (patents, copyrights, licenses)

• Economies of scale (hindering small, new firms)

• Threats by existing firms

• Collusion by existing firms
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Social Costs of Monopoly Power



Social inefficiency of monopoly

Compared to perfect competition, monopoly firms:

• Produce too little (QM < QC )

• Charge prices too high (PM > PC )

• Make too much π

• Rent-seek: Use some π to preserve monopoly

status

Big incentive to become a monopoly
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Deadweight loss of monopoly power
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1. Labor share is falling

Labor value declining; capital/ownership growing
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2. Profits per firm are growing
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3. Between-firm wage inequality growing
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Responding to monopoly power

Policy goals:

• Increase Q so QM ≈ QC

• Reduce P until MC = AR

• Keep firm alive AR > AC

Possible regulations on:

• P (easier than Q)

• π
• Rent-seeking

• Barriers to entry
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1. Regulating price
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Price regulation is difficult

It is hard for the regulator to know the optimal

price:

• Ideally, set P=MC

• Setting P < MC will cause shortages

• Setting P=MC may lead to closure if ”natural

monopoly”

Safe option: annual price increase caps (linked to a

price index)
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Natural monopoly
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2. Regulating π

Problem for price regulation is that the costs of the

monopolist are hard for the regulator to know

Monopolist’s capital may be observable (from tax

returns and financial statements)

Possible to regulate π as ”return on capital”: set

close to rest of economy
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3. Regulating behavior

Regulator may prefer to set market conditions and

rules

Antitrust Laws are rules prohibiting actions that

restrain, or are likely to restrain, competition.

These actions include:

• Parallel conduct: One firm consistently follows

actions of another

• Predatory pricing: Driving competitors out of

business by temporarily posting low prices
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So much price-fixing by monopolists

ADM - lysine

Hoffman-La Roche - vitamins

Horizon - shipping to Puerto Rico

Sothebys - antiques

UK banks - loan rates

Airlines

Concrete

DRAM chips

LCD displays

MLB and NCAA

Plus: Merchants of Doubt (coal plants, cigarette companies)

Plus: Complex bundling, tying, search-engine manipulations of

big-tech (Facebook, Google, Uber, Amazon)?
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Any Questions?
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